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Turn to the collective wisdom of the field's top experts to understand and solve even the most

complex supply management issue  For more than three decades, The Supply Management

Handbook (formerly The Purchasing Handbook) has been vital for purchasing and supply

professionals in every field and industry. This latest edition comprehensively updates and revises

this classic to encompass the ongoing shift from simple purchasing to a new, more

technology-based imperative--identifying and managing supply chain sources and strategies. 

Addressing every essential issue from outsourcing to total cost of ownership to negotiations and

contract management, an international team of supply management experts offers the authoritative,

practical coverage you need to survive and thrive in today's ever-changing supply management

environment. Topics include:  What key organizations are doing now to develop and implement

next-generation supply methodologies An organization's duty to and interaction with society, and

insights for addressing the evolving concept of social responsibility in the supply arena A five-step

best practices framework for implementing total cost of ownership in supply management Logistics

considerations for the supply management professional Supply management in a risk-sensitive

environment Sharpening your supply management skills  Dramatic social and technological

changes have brought new roles, responsibilities, and challenges to supply managers - along with

exciting new opportunities. This definitive reference is the most trusted and efficient way to prosper

in this ever-changing field.
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The Supply Management Handbook is one of those references you just have to have. The book's

primary focus is Supply Management; the strategic methods used to select suppliers, evaluate

suppliers, and make your supply network a competitive advantage. It also covers Logistics, Finance

and future supply strategies. Bottom line, it's a comprehensive look at all the important factors of

Supply Chain Management. I've worked in Supply Chain for 10 years and I've used this book to

teach undergraduate and graduate level Supply Chain Management classes.

The Kindle version is ok. It provides all the content needed but it does not provide page numbers or

the option to zoom in or out to make it and easier read. Not having page numbers makes it difficult

to follow along in a classroom setting.

I am in school getting a masters degree in supply chain management. This book was required for

one of my courses, but it has ended up on my shelf at work as a resource guide when working on

projects. In at least two instances, I can track back the thinking of one of our company Presidents

straight to the text in this book.

This book is required for one of my classes at school, and .com had the best price! Its also great for

prepping for the ISM - CPSM and CSM certifications

A must have book for Supply Chain professionals

I especially enjoyed this book and highly recommend it as a desktop guide for supply chain

managers. Many of the concepts are covered in detail and with stories in my book Common Sense

Supply Management. [...]

Awesome seller, the item description was accurate and received my priority mail in 2 day!!! Thanks

a lot! ðŸ˜Š

This book was used for my purchasing courses. Its a fairly easy read and the language was

understandable.
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